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Do!

Do’s

> For this season polka dots are the go
to pattern for a cheery and fun outfit. Cameron Diaz wears polka dots in a fun and casual way that is both cute and flirty.
Say goodbye to your straightening iron and
hello to your curling iron. When it comes to
hair, it’s all about bounce. Some sexy waves
and a little height is what it is all about this
season. Long loose curls are fun and can be
done easily with some mousse, a curling
iron and just a touch of hairspray,
There is nothing more attractive this season then a feminine silhouette.A pencil skirt
can compliment the female figure by creating sexy curves. Putting together a black
pencil skirt, a colorful wide belt and a good
pair of pumps is a great fashion selection
for this fall.

Jennifer Lopez shows us how gorgeous
smoky eyes can be. Nothing says sexy more
then dark eyes with nude and glossy lips.
Dark eyes can be achieved with black, gray
or purple eye shadow, dark eyeliner and voluminous mascara.
A touch of shimmer on the neckline gives
your upper body a sexy glow with any dress
you choose to wear. Eva Longoria uses a
finely micronized golden powder to highlight her skin. A sweep of powder across
your clavicles and shoulders is all you need
for that finishing touch on your look for a
night out.

Don’ts

As much as we love leopard prints
for a sexy accent, such as a shoe, a
top, or even a scarf headband, using it as
a full-length dress is just too much. Maggie
Gyllenhaal gives an example of how not to
wear leopard print.
The infamous thigh high split dress,
which Angelina Jolie wears is officially
out. Not only can it appear tacky at a formal
event, but also it is a trend that only worked
in the 80’s. The red carpet has seen enough
of the thigh high split dress gone wrong, so
it is best to just let it go!

90’s, but for now it is an official don’t for
lips. Lighter make-up on the eyes with red
lips and a hint of rose blush is the way to
go. Always Remember darker eye make-up
with lighter lipstick, such as nude and lipgloss, and lighter eye make-up with a more
colorful lipstick such as red.
The only thing worse then wearing not
enough jewelry with a beautiful outfit
is wearing too much. Beyoncé looks fabulous and classy in her gown, but ruined the
entire look with the bold and overbearing
necklace. Never over accessorize with any
outfit. Less is more. <
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Many people may agree that a onesie is
absolutely adorable on a toddler, however, many people may not feel the same
way about it on an adult. Rihanna shows us a
prime example of an adult onesie and truth
be told, it is not one of her better fashion
choices!
Christina Aguilera gives an example of
how not to wear your make-up. Neon
bright pink lipstick may have been hot in the
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